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CALC LAT I ON OF G R AIN-BO JDAR Y THICKNESS I~ 

POLYCRYSTALLINE ICE OF LOW SALINITY 

By MIYA K . CHATTERJEE and H. H. G. JELLINEK 

(Department of Chemistry, Clark on College of Technology, Potsdam , ew York 13676, 
U. .A.) 

A HSTRACT. G ra in-boundary thickness in polycrysta lli ne ice is a function of time (age), salinity, tempera
ture, and mode of sample preparation. It is directly proportional [0 the salinity of the ice and the number
average grain diameter (spheres) or edge-length (cubes) . Practically the total salt content re ides in the 
gra in boundary for low sa lini ty ice samples. The grain-boundary thickness 8 is also d irectly proportional to 
growth time of the grains raised [0 a power n (n = 0.25 to 0.3) and increases exponentially with absolute 
temperature for cons tan t sa linity and age. The energy of activation for growth increases with salinity. 
The result s of the grain-boundary thickness calculations are u eful for evaluating grain-boundary diffusion 
cocfficients. 

R ESUME . Calcul de I'ipaissell'- de la cOllche limite des graills dalls la glace polycristallille tlfaible salilliti. L 'epaisseur 
de la couche limite des g rains dans la glace polycristalline est fonction du temps (age de la glace), de la 
salinite, de la temperature et du mode de preparation de l'echantiJl on. EIIe es t directement proportionne!le 
a la sa linite de la glace et a u nombre exprimant le d iametre moyen des gra ins (case des grains spheriques) 
ou la longueur du cote des grain (grains cubiques) . Pratiquement, la totalite de la teneur en se! est con
centree dans la couche limite pour les echantillons de glace a faibl e alinite . L 'epaisseur 8 de la couche limite 
des grains est a ussi directement proportionnelle au temp d e croissance des grains eleve a une puissance 
11 (/1 = 0,25 a 0,3) et croit exponentiell ement avec la temperature absolue a sa linite et age constant. L 'energie 
d'activation necessaire a la croissance des grains a ugmente avec la salinite. Les resulta ts des calculs d 'epa isseur 
de la couche limite des grains sont util es pour I'evaluation des coeffi cien ts de diffusion da ns les couches 
limites. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. B erechullg der K orngrenzelldicke ill polykristallinem Eis mit gerillgem Saizgehait . Die 
K orngrenzend icke in polykristallinem Eis ist eine Funktion d er Zeit (des A lters), des Salzgeha ltes, der 
Temperatur und der Art del' Probenpra pa rierung. Sie ist direkt proportional zum Salzgehalt des Eises und 
zum mittleren Korndurchmesser (bei Kugeln ) odeI' zur mittleren K an tenla nge (bei Kuben). Praktisch 
konzentriert sich der gesamte Salzgeha lt bei schwach sa lzigen Proben a uf die K orngrenzen. Die K orn
grenzendicke 15 ist a uch direkt proportional zur Wachstumszeit del' K orner mi t dem Exponenten 7Z (n = 0,25 
bis 0,3) und steigt exponen tieJl mjt del' a bsoluten Temperatur bei konstantem Salzgehalt und Alter a n. 
Die Aktivationsenergie flir das vVachstum steigt mit dem Sa lzgeha ll. Die Ergebnisse del' Berechnungen von 
K orngrenzendicken sind zur Ermittlung del' Diffusionskoeffiz ienten del' K orngrenzen nutzlich. 

GRAIN growth of pure and saline polycrystalline ice has been studied recently by J ellinek 
and Gouda (1969) . Also the effec t of applied tensile stress on the rate of grain growth 
of pure polycrystall ine ice has been inves tigated (Jellinek and Juznic, 1970[b] ). Diffusion 
of radioactive cesium and sodium, respectively, through polycrys tall ine ice was al 0 studied 
(Jell inek and Chatterjee, 197 1; J ellinek and Juznic, 1970 [a] ) . T wo types of diffusion have 
to be considered for such ice, as is a lso the case with polycrystalline metals, i. e. volume or 
lattice diffusion and grain-boundary diffusion. In order to evaluate diffusion coefficients of 
the latter, the grain-boundary thickne s has to be known ; this can be calculated accurately 
for ice of low salinity with the help of the H 2 0 j='JaCI pha e diagram . Veynberg (1940, 
p. 500- 05) made such calculations a early a 1940. H oweyer, information concerning growth 
rates of number-average grain diameters a function of salinilY, time and temperature was 
not avai lable then. J ellinek and Gouda ( 1969) have provided experimental data in this 
respect and it i no\\' possible to calculate grain-boundary thickne se based on experimental 
results. The salinity a ffects profoundly the mechanical and morphological p roperties of ice 
(Shumskiy, 1955; English translation p. 98 Pounder, 1965). In polycrystalline ice oflow salinity, 
practically a ll salt is contained in the grain boundary (see, e.g. De Nlicheli and Iribarne, 
1969) which may be a liquid solution above, and a solid one below, the eutectic temperature. 
Sea ice contains numerou brine pockets and channels and hence does not con tain all salt in 
the boundaries. 
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The calculations presented here are in essence similar to those of Veynberg ( 1940, 
p. 500- 05), but the approach is not the same; in addition, as pointed out above, actual grain
boundary thickness, 8, is calculated on the basis of measurements of grain diameter as function 
of salinity, age and temperature. 

DERIVATION OF FUNDAMENTAL EQ.UATION 

The grain boundary in saline polycrystalline ice is given by the amount of substance 
necessary to form an aqueous saline solution (or a solid one) containing all salt at the particular 
temperature in question in accordance with the H 2 0 /NaCI phase diagram. Let sand p be 
the salinities of the saline ice or saline melt solution and of the grain boundary, respectively; 
salinity is defined here as grams of salt per 1 000 grams of saline melt solution or in %0 at the 
absolute temperature T. The number-average diameter of grains, considered as spheres, 
were experimentally determined for various conditions by thin-section analysis (Jellinek and 
Gouda, [969). 

If x is the mass of water plus all salt in the sample needed to form the grain boundary 
from unit mass of ice of salinity s, then this boundary contains PX/I 000, or px/ I 000 = s/ I 000 

of salt; the grain boundary contains all the salt in the sample. The volume of the grain 
boundary is x/ pi;, T = S/PPgb, T, where Pgb,7' is the density of the grain boundary at Tabs. 
The salinity of the liquid (or solid boundary solution) at this temperature is obtained from 
the H 2 0 /NaCI phase diagram. The latter was determined by Guthrie, Rodebush and 
Chretien. The data of these three authors agree fairly closely (Timmermans, 1960, p. 309- 10) . 
The volume of the ice (all grains) at temperature T is given by ( I - x) /pi ,T = (I -S/P)/pi ,1', 
where Pi,1' is the density of ice at temperature T. 

If the volume* average edge-length of the grains, considered as cubes, is 0, then the volume 
of N grains is given by 

Nb J = ([ - s/P) /Pi.T 

and the volume of the grain boundary is 

N[ (0+ 8)J_ 03] = S/PP gb ,T' 

Eliminating N from Equation (2) gives the grain-boundary thickness 8, 

8 - '0[( SP i,T +)'_ ] 
- (P- S) Pgb,1' [ I. 

For prisms with average quadratic cross-section 02 , one obtains 

8 0[( SPi,T +)} ] (4) 
~ (P- S)pgb,1' I - I 

If 8 ~ '0 and S ~ p, which is the case here, then ('0 + 8)3 ~ '0 3+ 3'0 2 8 and (b+ 8)2 ~ '0 2 + 2'08 
and p-s ~ p; hence Equations (3) and (4) simplify, respectively, to 

and 

8 = SPi ,1'O (3a) 
3PPgb , T 

8 = spi ,T'O 
2PPgb , l' 

The grain-boundary thickness is directly proportional to sand 0, respectively. The case for 
spherical grains is somewhat more complicated as the grain boundary is not of uniform 
thickness. It is useful in this case to define a "theoretical" grain-boundary thickness 8/2 here 

* b was erroneously designated as number- instead of as volume-average diameter in Jellinek and Gouda 
(1969), Jellinek and Juzn ic (1970[b] ) and J ellinek and Chattcljee (1971 ). 
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. urrounding each ice sphere. The overall geometry is neglected , however the correct total 
ice-grain and grain-boundary volumes are taken. Each sphere of number-average diameter b 
is assumed to be enveloped by a grain boundary of thickness 8/2. The total ice-volume is 
again ( I - S/P)/Pi ,T and the total grain-boundary volume is given by S/PPgb ,T a before. 
H ence Equations ( I) and (2) contain a factor ,"/6 on their left sides. The resulting equation 
is given by Equati on (3), which simplifie for b ~ 8 to Equation (3a) . 8 in Equation (3a) i 
here t\l'ice the grain boundary thicknes . Equation (4a) is va lid for cylinders of diameter b; 
here again 8 i twice the thickness. The number-average grain diameters (including the 
gra in boundary envelope, which are too thin to be measured separately) were experimentall y 
determined as fun ction of time t for overa ll salinities S = 0%0 a nd S = 1%0 by J ellinek and 
Gouda ( 1969). The general fun cliona l relat ionship of band t (growth law) is given by the 
cxpression 

b = K expt n (5) 

where K ex p is a rate con tan t a nd n is a l 0 a con rant. H ence for s = 1%0 

~rABLE ]. GRA IN DI.J\METERS AND TH ICKNESS OF T Il E GRA I N BO UN DA R IES bAN D <3 IN J.Lnl AT VARIOUS GROVVT I-I T JMES 

OF ICE OBTA INED FROM EQUATIONS (3a ) AND (4a), 0(3 ) AND 0(4 ) R ES P ECTIVE LY . I N TH E CASE OF SPH ERES 0 REPRESENTS 

T HriCE GRA I N - nOUNDARY TH ICKNESS 

Temp. p Pi Pgb S D f!Ys 
C %0 l\Ig/ m3 l\Ig/ m3 %0 0·5 2 4 7 12 

b = 396 490 605 748 883 1008 
0.0586 0(3) = 0 .11 5 0. 143 0.'76 0 .2 18 0.257 0.293 

0(4 ) = 0. 173 0.2 14 0 .264 0.326 0.385 0.440 

b = 402 495 609 750 884 10 13 
0 .1 172 0(3) = 0.234 0.288 0·355 0 ·437 0.5 15 0.590 

-- 3 64 0.9996 1.0494 0(4) = 3.5 1 0,432 0 .53 1 0.654 0 .77 1 0.884 

b = 4 19 509 621 756 885 1026 
0.2930 0(3) = 0.66 1 0.742 0.906 1.1 0 1. 29 1.50 

0(4) = 0.9 13 1 . 11 1. 35 1.65 1.93 2.24 

b = 446 5'14 640 767 887 1048 
0.5858 0(3) 1.30 1.56 1.87 2.24 2·59 3.06 

0(4 ) = 1.94 2.32 2·79 3·34 3.86 4.56 

h = 304 360 429 508 583 668 
0 .0586 0(3) = 0.036 0 .043 0.05 1 0.06 1 0.070 0.080 

8(4 ) - 0.055 0.065 0.077 0.09 1 0. 105 0. 120 

0. 11 72 b = 306 362 43 1 5 10 585 669 
8(3) = 0.073 0. 087 0. 103 0 .1 22 0. 140 0 .160 

- 10 146 0 .998 1 1.1174 0(4) = 0 .11 0 0 .130 0 .1 55 0. 183 0 .210 0 .240 

0.2930 h 3 12 368 436 5 15 589 672 
0(3) = 0. 18 7 0.220 0.261 0.308 0.352 0.+02 
8(4) = 0.280 0 .330 0.39 1 0-462 0.528 0.602 

0.5858 b = 324 379 446 524 596 679 
0(3) - 0.388 0·454 0·534 0.628 0·7'+ 0.8 13 
0(4) - 0 .580 0.680 0.800 0 .938 1.07 1.22 

h = 150 193 244 3 11 378 455 
0.0586 0(3) 0.01 0.0 13 0.0 17 0 .02 1 0.026 0.03 1 

0(4) = 0 .01 5 0.020 0.025 0.032 0.039 0.047 

0.11 72 b = 149 189 239 304 369 444 
0(3) = 0.020 0.026 0.033 0.042 0.05 1 0.06 1 

- 23 2'16 0.9930 1.1 970 0(4) = 0.03 1 0.039 0.049 0.063 0 .076 0.09 1 

b = 143 181 227 286 345 4 13 
0.2930 0(3) = 0 .049 0.062 0.078 0.098 0. 11 9 0. 142 

0(4 ) = 0 .074 0.093 0 .117 0. 147 0.178 0.2 13 

b 134 16 7 206 255 305 360 
0 .5858 0(3) = 0.092 0. 11 5 0. 142 0. 175 0 .2 10 0.248 

8(4) = 0. 138 0. 172 0.2 12 0 .262 0.3 14 0.37 1 
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~ _ SPi,T " tn o - 1l. ex p . 
3PPgb ,T 

(6) 

Equation (6) shows that 8, or 8/2, increases directly proportional to the nth pO\\'er of time, 
and to s, respectively. 

The temperature dependence of Kexp for the growth of grains in the range from -3°C 
to -30°C obeyed an Arrhenius equation. H ence, 

SPi Tt n 
8 = ' .·1 exp ( - E jRT) 

3PPgb ,T 

and log 8 decreases linearly as reciprocal absolute temperature increases for anyone time and 
salinity. 

Average values ofn for S = 0%0 and S = 1%0 are 0.30 and 0.25 respectively (Jellinek and 
Gouda, 1969), the Kexp values range from 4.85 X 10- 2 (p.m day- n) at - 3 '0°C to 
1. 12 X 10- 2 (p.m day- n) at - 36°C for S = 0%0' and from 5.69 to 0.94 (p.m day- n) for the 
same temperature when S = 1.0%0' 

A direct linear relationship was assumed between band S at anyone constant time t 
and temperature T. H ence b can be expressed by 

(8) 

bo is the average diameter at t = 0, which often can be neglected. Kexp and 12 were derived 
as fun ction of salinity for constant times t from plots of log b versus log t for various salinities. 
Almost linear relationsh ips were obtained for either parameter. 8 values for spheres, cubes, 
cylinders, and prisms were calculated from experimental values for b found previously 
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Fig. I. 8 (spheres ) versus Tabsfor various growth times (s = 1%0)' t = 0.5, 1,2,4,7, 12 days. The points in each curve 
are in the same sequence as the t values above, starting from the left. (8 here is twice the bOlllzdm)' thickness.) 
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(Jellinek and Gouda, 1969) and are contained in Table I (8 values for spheres represent here 
twice the boundar'y thickne ) . Figure 1 shows plots of 8 (spheres) versus absolute temperature 
for different growth times, obtained from Equation (7). (s = 1 %0, . 1 = 3.58 X 108 /-Lm; 
E = 7.2 kcal jmol ) . 

Drscu SION 

I t is interesting to note (see Table I ) that at temperatures above the eutectic point the 
grain diameter b increases, while at temperatures below it, b decrea es with salinity. It was 
remarked in the previous paper (J ellinek and Gouda, (969) that growth in saline ice is slower 
near or below the eutectic temperature than that in pure (s = 0) ice, while the reverse is 
true at higher temperatures. This is probably due to the fact that the grain boundary is 
quasi -li quid above and quasi-solid below the eutectic temperature. 

In sea ice (c. 5%0) or ice of relatively high salinity, there usuall y exist brine pockets or 
channels in the grains, es pecially if rapid freezing has taken place. H ence the calculations 
presented here wi ll not be accurate enough for such cases. These pocke ts give an opaque 
appearance to ice . 

Grain thickness obtained on the basis of calculations presented here have been used for 
evaluating grain-boundary diffu ion coefficien t for saline polycrystalline ice (J ellinek and 
Chatteljee, (971 ) . 

Veynberg' calculations are speculative, as some arbitrary values have been taken for 
grain diameters. Also data were not available on the effec t of temperature at that time, and 
he assumed an approximate coefficient of thermal linear expansion for ice grains in order to 
compute diameters at different temperatures, which lead to erroneous results. He al 0 was 
not aware that grain diameter and grain-boundary thickness are functions of the age of ice 
samples. 
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